Mr. Chas Jordan  
Florida Chapter, APWA

Since the Chapter’s Executive Board meeting held in October, the Southwest Florida branch has been continuing with our monthly meetings featuring a variety of speakers.

Speakers for the last quarter have included Ralph Verrasto giving a talk on bridge structure flood emergency training, Matt Feeney with the City of Bonita Springs discussing plans for their new downtown area, Terry Cerullo from FDEP talking about common problems with permitting problems and a Wright Construction sponsored December breakfast to get us into the holiday spirit.

We are in the process of sending out our branch scholarship applications this month and are starting to contact all our public works agencies and ask for resolutions to be scheduled for approval by the various governing bodies in advance of National Public Works Week.

We continue to do our Adopt A Road cleanup every other month in Fort Myers. The next one is scheduled for early March.

The branch is currently planning our annual Ben C. Pratt Golf Tournament to raise money for scholarships and other educational opportunities. Details will follow and everyone is welcome to attend.

This concludes our report for the Southwest Florida Branch on the preceding quarter.

Respectfully submitted,

Nicole Monahan
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